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FOCUS GROUP 2: GENERATION Y
April 12, 2007
5 participants + moderator

17:39:28  Craig joined.
17:48:45  J-Dub joined.
17:48:50 Craig Evening!
17:49:01 J-Dub Hello
17:49:06 Craig You're the first one here .... how's it going tonight
17:49:27 J-Dub Pretty good actually, yourself???
17:49:38 Craig Not too shabby.
17:49:45 Craig Thanks for coming tonight.
17:50:01 J-Dub No prob, nothing better to do I guess
17:50:11 Craig heh :) yeah it's an easy ten bucks, so
17:50:23 J-Dub so what exactly are we doing???
17:50:32 Craig just talking about ads and advertising
17:50:36 J-Dub ok
17:50:48 Craig When the rest of the folks show up I'll ask a few general 

questions ..
17:51:07 Craig we'll talk generally for about 15-20 minutes and then I'll 

put a few ads in front of you for discussion
17:51:29 J-Dub sounds good
17:51:31 Craig I should warn you that the chat software we're using is a 

little finiky
17:51:48 Craig It doesn't like it when you close the browser window, or 

go to another Web page like in another tab or some-
thing.

17:51:52 Craig It will log you out of the room
17:52:09 J-Dub haha ok
17:52:26 Craig If you do get logged out accidentally, you can just hop 

back in .. don't worry about filling out the form a second 
time.

17:52:46 J-Dub ok
17:52:57 Craig So how did you get the invitation to participate tonight?
17:53:14 J-Dub my journalism professor sent out a link
17:53:19 J-Dub not sure where she got it
17:53:20 Craig Cyndy?
17:53:23 J-Dub no
17:53:28 J-Dub Carrie
17:53:38 Craig ahhh so you're an online student?
17:53:50 J-Dub no
17:54:05 J-Dub but she thought it was a good relation to journalism
17:54:32 Craig hmm
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17:54:48 Craig I asked several profs who were teaching online classes if 
they could help me

17:55:15 J-Dub she might have recieved it from someone else who is teach-
ing an online class

17:55:39 Craig right
17:56:00 Craig well that's cool. Glad to have you. Is your semester get-

ting as busy for you as it is for me?
17:56:08 J-Dub oh yea
17:56:21 Craig What are you taking?
17:56:21 J-Dub i hate this time of year
17:56:40 J-Dub Spanish, Economics, Journalism, English, Brit Lit
17:56:46 Craig wow .. full load
17:56:51 J-Dub definitely
17:56:55 J-Dub how about you??
17:57:17 Craig I'm only taking Strat Design & Visuals Ii and Strat Writing 

Ii .. but I work fulltime
17:57:30  J-Dub left.
17:57:59  J-Dub joined.
17:58:04 Craig see what I mean
17:58:13 J-Dub yea that was weird
17:58:19 Craig did you do something?
17:58:28 J-Dub umm, not that i know of
17:58:35 Craig really? it just kicked you out?
17:58:56 J-Dub i have a word file open in the background, should i close 

it???
17:59:04 Craig yeah probably
17:59:08 J-Dub ok
17:59:29 J-Dub how many are supposed to be here???
17:59:35 Craig 7-8
17:59:52 Craig I'll settle for 5 but .. starting to get a little worried.
17:59:54 J-Dub oh cool, ok
18:00:10 Craig The Tuesday session went really well. Wonder where eve-

ryone is
18:00:27 J-Dub im sure they'll be here
18:00:55 Craig Hope so, or I'll have to schedule and recruit all over 

again.
18:01:06 J-Dub but if they dont come i think i should get $70 ::wink
18:01:10 Craig LOL
18:01:41 Craig if nobody else came, this wouldn't be a focus group, it'd 

be an interview :)
18:02:10 J-Dub well i know all about that, being a journalism guy and all
18:02:19 Craig yeah
18:02:30 Craig that's a whole different research methodology
18:02:38 J-Dub haha i know
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18:02:46 Craig here comes somebody ..
18:02:56 J-Dub sweet
18:03:03 Craig I hope
18:03:05  Reetz joined.
18:03:10 Craig There she is :)
18:03:11 Craig Hi Rita
18:03:15 Reetz Hi sorry!
18:03:15   redwater joined.
18:03:30 Craig And hi Rebecca!
18:03:35  redwater Hello!
18:03:38 Craig Sorry for .. ?
18:03:54  redwater Uh, I was watching the Office
18:04:02 J-Dub haha
18:04:06 Craig Lol I was asking Rita :)
18:04:11  redwater oh
18:04:16 Reetz being late
18:04:35 Craig No worries .. but I do need at least two more people here 

before I can run the session.
18:04:47 Reetz oh ok
18:04:50 Craig How are you guys tonight?
18:05:12  redwater good, the Office was pretty funny
18:05:20 Craig Yeah it seems like a good show
18:05:35 Craig I don't get to watch it much
18:05:53 Reetz never seen it but i have friends that are obsessed
18:06:06  redwater Yeah, it gets pretty addictive
18:06:25 Craig heh :) I want to do an ad campaign featuring TV-show-

addicted people
18:06:31 Craig looking all strung out and bleary-eyed
18:06:57  redwater nice. the Office is really the only TV I watch
18:07:04 Reetz i am a greys lover...
18:07:13 J-Dub i don't like Grey's
18:07:15 Craig Yeah I have friends that watch Greys
18:07:27 Reetz it is a great show
18:07:45 Craig Well geez.
18:07:51 Craig This is not good turnout
18:07:59 Craig oh wait ..
18:08:02 Craig one more on the way .....
18:08:11   jdTVdb joined.
18:08:19 Craig Hey Jen
18:08:22  jdTVdb hi
18:08:24  jdTVdb sorry im late
18:08:38 Craig It's ok .. glad you made it.
18:08:53 Craig If you didn't show tonight I was gonna have to make Glo-

ria punish you
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18:09:08  jdTVdb haha
18:09:09 Reetz do we have enough people now?
18:09:37 Craig I suppose so. I was really hoping I'd get at least one more
18:09:47 Craig Jen can you call somebody and make them come do this?
18:09:49 Craig :)
18:09:57  jdTVdb um... actually maybe
18:10:00  jdTVdb lol
18:10:08 Craig please do .. if you would
18:10:10 Craig :D
18:10:28 Craig Does anyone have any pressing time committments after 

this tonight that I should be aware of?
18:10:32 Reetz i hate to be a burden but I have to bounce right around 9
18:10:40 Craig ok
18:10:48 Craig well then we'd better start
18:11:04 Craig ok everyone knows why we're here, right?
18:11:25 Craig We're gonna be talking about advertising .. I'm going to 

ask you some general questions at first and then show 
you a few ads to discuss

18:11:45 Reetz yup
18:11:49  redwater yeah
18:11:49 Craig I should warn you all that the chat program is a little 

touchy. If you try to go to another Web page while you're 
here, you will be logged off and will have to log back in.

18:12:06 Craig The only exception to that is the Web pages that I "push" 
to you (with the ads).

18:12:28 Craig If it makes it easier for you, clicking on the little button 
with the four arrows (third from the right) will pop open 
a new chat window that you can resize.

18:12:46 Craig ok any questions before we start?
18:12:52 Reetz nope
18:12:56  jdTVdb nope
18:12:57  redwater no
18:13:02 J-Dub no sir
18:13:13 Craig okay. for starters, what kind of ads (in general ) appeal 

to you?
18:13:20 Reetz car ads
18:13:33 Craig everyone feel free to jump in
18:13:33  redwater music/instrument related
18:13:36 J-Dub anything comical
18:13:51  jdTVdb um.... i dont know
18:13:58  jdTVdb i guess i dont really pay that much attention
18:14:07  redwater yeah, I like funny ads too
18:14:26 Craig Where would you say you notice ads most? TV, radio, 

magazine, outdoor ..?
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18:14:32 J-Dub TV
18:14:32 Reetz TV and magazines
18:14:35  jdTVdb TV
18:14:44  redwater TV and mags
18:14:54 J-Dub b/c we have to watch the TV ones, its not like mags where 

we can flip to the next page
18:14:54 Craig so if I asked you what your favorite advertisement is, 

what would it be
18:15:09 Craig print, radio, TV, web, whatever.
18:15:25 J-Dub TV for me
18:15:32  redwater i like the citi bank ones about identity theft
18:15:36  jdTVdb i used to have a favorite commercial, but then it stopped 

running
18:15:39  redwater TV are my favorites
18:15:39  jdTVdb it was for coke
18:15:52 Craig J, do you have a specific ad in mind?
18:15:57 Craig Jen, what did you like about it?
18:16:02 Reetz either the doctor pepper commercial, "i would do anything 

for you" or the vcast phone gym commercial
18:16:05 J-Dub i like the Bud Light ones
18:16:17 Craig ok, how come?
18:16:32  redwater are you talking to me? because i'm not Jen, sorry
18:16:32 Craig why did you choose that specific ad
18:16:38 Craig no, jdt is Jen :)
18:16:42 J-Dub theyre funny, the bikini waxing, dog biting guy in crotch, 

ect.
18:16:58  jdTVdb um... it had a group of friends who were at a concert, and 

then when they were going home, they had to run to catch 
the train, and on the train everyone but one guy fell asleep 
and he said it was the

18:17:21 Craig Rebecca, what would your favorite ad be?
18:18:01  redwater The Citi Bank one, with the fat guy who had his identity sto-

len by a girl who blew his money on a leather boostiaemifh
18:18:08  redwater I don't know how to spell that last word
18:18:14 Craig oh that's right, I remember those
18:18:22 Craig Jen were you still continuing that thought?
18:18:41  jdTVdb i guess... it says my message was truncated so i dont know 

where it left off...
18:18:46  jdTVdb i write too much
18:18:48  jdTVdb :(
18:18:54 Craig one guy fell asleep and he said it was the
18:18:56 Craig ...
18:19:08  jdTVdb best night of his life and then he took a drink of his coke
18:19:19 Craig so what do you like about that?
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18:19:34  jdTVdb i think i liked that it wasnt very in your face about coke
18:19:36  jdTVdb it was like
18:19:42  jdTVdb the people and then the coke
18:19:46 Craig got it
18:19:54 Craig what kind of ads annoy you?
18:19:57 Craig (everyone)
18:20:07 J-Dub sexual ads
18:20:13 Craig ads with sex appeal?
18:20:16  jdTVdb the "fit is go" honda commercial, in specific
18:20:22 J-Dub yes
18:20:30  redwater No offense, but ads like that Coke ad bug me. I hate when 

brands try to equate their product with your happiness
18:20:51 Craig Rita?
18:21:08 Reetz i dont like the perry chevrolet ads
18:21:12 Reetz or any local columbia ads
18:21:14 Craig how come?
18:21:25 Reetz annoying music in most, repetitive slogans in all
18:21:32 Craig repetitive?
18:21:35 Craig how do you mean
18:21:40  jdTVdb and they're obviously low budget
18:21:54 Reetz bambinos
18:22:02 Reetz repeating names? cmon! sooo annoying
18:22:03  redwater Aww, the low-budget local ads are so endearing.
18:22:35 Reetz i think ads that are memorable are catchy and funny, not 

repeating names over and over again
18:22:42 Craig ahh ok
18:22:45 Craig Jaryd?
18:22:55 Craig why does sex appeal annoy you ..
18:23:04 J-Dub i dont think it's realistic
18:23:08 Craig example?
18:23:16 J-Dub people are finding ways to make everything sexual
18:23:35 J-Dub like i saw a milk ad with a girl in her bra in a mag
18:23:40 J-Dub why is that necessary?
18:23:47 Craig I think I saw that one too
18:23:58 Craig ok
18:24:04  redwater Yeah, I get pissed off at ads like that too
18:24:06 Craig do ads help you make purchase decisions?
18:24:17 Craig anyone
18:24:20 Reetz not at all
18:24:21 Craig everyone :)
18:24:23 Craig no?
18:24:24  jdTVdb no
18:24:32 J-Dub i dont think so either
18:24:41  jdTVdb well...
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18:24:47  jdTVdb maybe an add that had a coupon
18:24:52 Reetz i think they are entertaining and maybe they will keep the 

product on my mind, but never enough encouragment to 
go use/buy the product

18:24:52 Craig so when you choose to buy something you're not at all 
affected by how you feel about the brand ..

18:24:56 Craig .. as influenced by the advertising?
18:25:00  redwater Mmm, I don't think I've ever gone out and bought some-

thing because of an ad, but I'll recognize something in a 
store if I've seen it in an ad

18:25:37  redwater Being influenced could make me not want to buy some-
thing.

18:25:39 J-Dub not as influenced by the advertising, i buy stuff based on 
the prices i see at stores and what i want/need, not what an 
ad persuades me to buy

18:25:56  jdTVdb the most common thought i have after watching a com-
mercial is "that doesnt make me want that product"

18:26:00 Reetz feelings about brands are my personal opinions...
18:26:03 Reetz not what i get from brands
18:26:12 Craig got it
18:26:27 Craig ok so .. in general, what do you think about advertising
18:26:42 Craig basic, overall opinion .. impressions
18:26:51 J-Dub It works on TV, not in newspapers
18:26:51  jdTVdb mixed feelings
18:26:54  redwater It's either funny or pushy and unrealistic
18:26:58 Craig Most of you seem pretty skeptical
18:27:14 Reetz i think it is great way to get names out, i think a lot of en-

ergy is wasted however because there are so many audi-
ences to appeal to, and its hard to appeal to them all

18:27:27  jdTVdb sometimes its clever, sometimes its annoying
18:27:45  redwater In magazines and on TV, there is too much advertising go-

ing on, way too much
18:27:54 J-Dub I think in newspapers and magazines everybody skips over 

them because you aren't forced to look at them. That's why 
TV is better, b/c you have to look away to avoid it

18:28:06 Craig or fast-forward through it
18:28:11  jdTVdb yay tivo
18:28:12 Craig if you've tivo'ed it
18:28:15 J-Dub well i dont have tivo
18:28:18 J-Dub haha
18:28:21 Craig :)
18:28:39  jdTVdb i think ads in magazines have to be better then the ones on 

TV
18:28:46 Craig tivo is the great commercial-killer :)
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18:28:46  jdTVdb because its easier to ignore them
18:28:51 Craig ok
18:29:05 Craig thanks .. great responses.
18:29:07 Craig Let's look at some print ads
18:29:22 Craig I'm going to "push" an ad to you. A new browser window 

will appear, but you will not be logged out of the room.
18:29:32 Craig You can bounce back and forth to the new window as you 

wish.
18:29:44 Craig When you get the ad, have a look at it and then come 

back and tell me what you think about it. Ready?
18:29:52  redwater yeah
18:29:54 J-Dub for sure
18:29:55  jdTVdb yep
18:29:57 Reetz yeah
18:30:01 Craig ok here comes no. 1
18:30:22 Craig If you close the window by accident, you can click on the 

link in the room to get it back.
18:30:43 J-Dub i think it's creative
18:30:59 Reetz i just saw that ad earlier today when i was doing an as-

signment, i think it is dumb
18:31:02 Reetz and unrealistic
18:31:09   jdTVdb left.
18:31:09   jdTVdb joined.
18:31:12 Craig why's that?
18:31:14  jdTVdb sorry
18:31:14  redwater Yeah, that pun is really dorky.
18:31:18 Craig (rita)
18:31:23 Craig wb Jen
18:31:55 Reetz well i understand that they are trying to be creative
18:32:05 Reetz but i mean for real, a car couldnt do that so what is that ad-

vertising?
18:32:17 Craig anyone here like this ad?
18:32:20 J-Dub i do
18:32:23  jdTVdb no
18:32:37  jdTVdb it would be better suited for selling photoshop
18:32:46  redwater ha ha
18:33:00 Craig Jaryd, Jen, tell me more
18:33:01  jdTVdb no offense to those who like it
18:33:41  jdTVdb i dont like it because it doesnt tell me anything about the 

car
18:33:46 J-Dub I like the pun, I think it's creative. It's not something you 

see every day which makes it neat, and the expensive and 
upkeep of the nice city behind it aligns with the nice car

18:34:15 Craig okay
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18:34:19 Craig any other impressions about this ad?
18:34:25 Craig colors, layout, design?
18:34:37  jdTVdb it doesnt seem very "edgy"
18:34:42  jdTVdb rather calm, actually
18:34:47  redwater New York looks great in the background, that's all I've got 

to say.
18:34:50 J-Dub I like the lights in the background
18:34:57 J-Dub they ad to the effect
18:35:01 J-Dub *add
18:35:25 Reetz strategy might be strong but the execution is lacking
18:35:29 Craig okay so if you came across this spread in a magazine, 

would you stop to look at it?
18:35:36  jdTVdb no
18:35:48 Reetz i look at every ad but i wouldnt do a second take
18:35:53 J-Dub probably not just naturally, i dont look at ads
18:35:55  redwater The colors would probably catch my attention, but I 

wouldn't look at it for long.
18:36:00 Craig okay
18:36:06 Craig moving on .. here comes the next one.
18:36:44  redwater This doesn't affect me at all.
18:36:45 J-Dub I once heard that a good advertisement never has more 

than 8 words
18:36:53 Reetz it doesnt do a lot for me
18:36:57  jdTVdb i wouldnt look at it
18:37:00  jdTVdb its a mens product
18:37:03 Reetz if only the bottle has changed, how is that an upgrade?
18:37:17  redwater Yeah, they're totally lying
18:37:34  redwater This just isn't an attractive ad.
18:37:42 Craig so you're already turned off by the message .. and the 

design in Rebecca's case
18:37:50 J-Dub i'm a man and i'm not a fan of this one
18:37:56 Craig how come
18:38:05 J-Dub too wordy
18:38:15  redwater yeah, definitely too wordy
18:38:21 Reetz craig,..can i take a quick bathroom break?
18:38:24 Craig Jen, you didn't like the car ad cause it didn't have enough 

information ..
18:38:32 Craig ok Rita .. we have four more ads after this
18:38:36 Reetz ok thanks
18:38:37  redwater it's like getting a birthday card with lots of words on it: you 

don't want to read all of it
18:38:57  jdTVdb this one does have more info
18:38:59 Craig If this were a product for women would you feel differ-

ently?
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18:39:11  jdTVdb no
18:39:38 J-Dub the text on the bottle is repeated to the lower left
18:39:40 J-Dub why?
18:39:55  redwater good question
18:40:02 Craig yup .. good point
18:40:14 Craig why don't you like this one J
18:40:36 Craig you said wordiness .. is that mainly why?
18:40:43  jdTVdb this may be stereotyping, but i didnt think men cared about 

hair products
18:40:50 J-Dub I don't like that it's wordy and I have to sit here and read it, 

plus the colors are dull, im not a fan of all the black
18:41:06 Craig men wash their hair too :)
18:41:29  jdTVdb yes, but its my experience with boys that shampoo is 

bought in bulk
18:41:35  jdTVdb and at a cheap price
18:41:43 J-Dub pretty much
18:41:58  jdTVdb thats why i dont like it
18:42:02  jdTVdb it seems like wasted effort
18:42:12 Craig ok ..
18:42:26 Craig so you don't like it because you don't understand why 

they would market this product to men in the first place
18:42:47 J-Dub i understand why they make it, but not why they advertise it
18:43:02 Craig because it looks too much like a product for women?
18:43:10 J-Dub i think so
18:43:12  redwater I'm sure they are guys out there who are really concerned 

about their hair products
18:43:17  jdTVdb well... i understand that its a mens product, and that they 

have to advertise for it, but it seems like that assumed they 
could take a womens add and make it black and there ya 
go! mens add!

18:43:18 J-Dub i thought it was at first glance
18:43:31 Craig got it
18:43:39 Craig we really need to move on.
18:43:43  redwater Yeah, I think the black is an attempt to make it more mas-

culine
18:43:52 Craig hopefully Rita will make it back
18:43:57 Craig next ad ....
18:43:59 Reetz ok i am back
18:44:04 Craig wb
18:44:06 Craig :)
18:44:12 Craig here comes
18:44:23 Craig oops, sorry for the doubles
18:44:45 Reetz i love any ad for cars but i wouldnt take the time to read all 

that text
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18:44:57 J-Dub well this definitely has all of the information you want
18:45:01  redwater This is really bland. The color, the small print. Even the car 

is just mediocre.
18:45:12  jdTVdb indeed it does have info
18:45:18 Craig this is the second car ad we've seen. How does this com-

pare to the Edge ad?
18:45:18  jdTVdb but i would still say pass
18:45:21 J-Dub i think i would read it if i really wanted that car, but other-

wise no
18:45:37 J-Dub this has more info, it doesnt keep you guessing
18:45:41  redwater The first one is definitely more eye-catching.
18:45:46 J-Dub i agree
18:46:23  jdTVdb this looks like an attempt to get back at the roots of the 

company, what with the black and white newspaper layout
18:46:31  jdTVdb but its dull
18:46:41 Craig but you don't like it because it's an uninteresting layout
18:46:58 Craig is this the kind of information that you said was lacking 

in the Edge ad?
18:47:02 Craig or is this overkill?
18:47:02 J-Dub i think the dull colors make the picture look better
18:47:10  redwater Yeah, and if people are reading a magazine, they probably 

won't take the time to also read the long ads
18:47:36  jdTVdb it has more info, which gives more insight into whether or 

not i would want to buy this car
18:47:45  jdTVdb but i think car ads work better as commercials
18:47:51  jdTVdb where the car can be in motion
18:47:56 Craig got it
18:48:04 Craig great stuff. Ok moving on
18:48:14 Craig boom
18:48:22 J-Dub hahaha
18:48:24  jdTVdb love it
18:48:25 J-Dub i like these
18:48:28 Reetz i love it
18:48:32  redwater Yeah, I love it too
18:48:41 Craig wow! very different responses for this.
18:48:44 Craig Tell me more
18:48:44 Reetz really cute and simple, gets the point across and makes you 

smile
18:48:50 J-Dub agreed
18:48:59 Reetz i like the simplicity of the drawing...
18:49:01  redwater Yeah, this really makes me kind of happy
18:49:11  jdTVdb makes you feel less bad about eating them, because they're 

dumb
18:49:12 J-Dub i love pop tarts too
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18:49:15 Craig what does this ad say about pop-tarts?
18:49:15 Reetz before scrolling down to see the headline, i knew it was 

pop tarts
18:49:20 Craig LOL Jen
18:49:25  redwater I think it goes along with the image that Pop-tarts have of 

being fun or whatever
18:49:37  redwater They're so innocent
18:49:45  redwater just hiding in the toaster
18:49:50 J-Dub people love pop tarts!
18:50:08 Craig does this ad make you want a pop-tart?
18:50:13  redwater yes
18:50:14 J-Dub kinda, haha
18:50:17 Craig why?
18:50:30 J-Dub b/c its food
18:50:38 J-Dub i get hungry when i see a food ad
18:50:40 Reetz yeah because it brings me back to my childhood
18:50:42 Reetz makes me miss them
18:50:44  redwater Hmm, I'm a little hungry... Maybe because it reminds me of 

home? We used to have Pop-
18:50:48  redwater Tarts a lot
18:50:58 Craig hmm so food ads are good in magazines :)
18:51:02  jdTVdb it makes me wonder if the other flavors are any smarter
18:51:03 Craig they make you think about food
18:51:14 Craig yeah it says "strawberry"
18:51:15  jdTVdb if the food looks good
18:51:23 Craig but this food looks ... stupid?
18:51:24 Reetz yeah food ads are always good, you might not be hungry 

before you see them,, but u probably will after you see 
them

18:51:26 Craig gullible?
18:51:26  jdTVdb sometimes food in pictures grosses me out
18:51:30  redwater I think the cinnamon kind would be the smartest
18:51:45 Craig lol .. I'm cracking up here
18:51:49 J-Dub I like smores
18:51:53  redwater me too
18:51:56  jdTVdb my best example of food that grosses me out is pictures of 

hardees
18:52:04  redwater ewww, yeah
18:52:05 Craig a little too graphic?
18:52:06 Reetz well hardees is gross in general
18:52:12  jdTVdb true statement
18:52:14 J-Dub never had it
18:52:18  jdTVdb lucky you
18:52:21 J-Dub haha
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18:52:27 Craig Rita, how much time have you got
18:52:32 Reetz i can stay
18:52:37 Craig ok .. just two more
18:52:45 Craig here comes the next one
18:53:25  jdTVdb pass
18:53:26 J-Dub it looks like a 1500 word magazine article should follow
18:53:35 Reetz oh wow
18:53:42 Reetz that ad makes me want to put down whatever magazine 

that was in
18:53:45  redwater I don't really get it. At least not from just reading the head-

line
18:54:02  redwater It looks a little out-dated too. Something about this kid.
18:54:19 Craig so it looks more like a magazine article rather than an 

ad?
18:54:25 Craig J is that what you mean?
18:54:25 J-Dub to me yea
18:54:31 J-Dub yea
18:54:33  redwater Yeah, i see that
18:54:42 Reetz yeah its way too wordy for a good looking ad
18:54:53 Craig who would you say this ad is designed to speak to
18:54:58  jdTVdb parents
18:55:02 J-Dub parents
18:55:05  redwater agreed
18:55:07 Reetz parents
18:55:10  jdTVdb of children stuck in the 70's?
18:55:31 J-Dub Wouldn't you want your kids to be wealthy And work hard?
18:55:35 Craig you don't think the kid looks like a regular modern-day 

kid?
18:55:35  jdTVdb (poking fun at the model)
18:56:02  jdTVdb eh... i find him a bit creepy
18:56:05  redwater Kind of, I mean, he has skulls on his tie...
18:56:15 J-Dub keen eye
18:56:19 Craig yes very
18:56:24 Reetz i think it looks like a regular kid, but its odd how large he is 

compared to the text
18:56:40 Craig what does this ad tell you about Smith Barney?
18:56:57  jdTVdb no fashion sense?
18:56:59  redwater It's where wealth works, whatever that means
18:57:13 Craig ok :) is the ad's design interesting to you?
18:57:19 Reetz no
18:57:22  jdTVdb not at all
18:57:26 Craig why's that
18:57:28 J-Dub i think it attracts the eye
18:57:38 J-Dub but it isnt interesting
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18:57:45 Reetz i think the large picture attracts the eye but the text loses 
the attention of the reader

18:57:54 J-Dub yea good call
18:58:04  jdTVdb especially when the picture is massive and the text is small
18:58:09 Craig because it's poorly written, or too small?
18:58:19 Reetz too small
18:58:19 Reetz the text is fine
18:58:26 Craig got it
18:58:51 Craig mmmm pop tarts
18:58:53 Craig okay ..
18:58:55 Craig last one
18:59:21  redwater Hey, it's got a coupon
18:59:22  jdTVdb emoticons don't make things cool
18:59:22 Reetz i like this ad
18:59:26 J-Dub it has a coupon
18:59:26  jdTVdb lol
18:59:31 J-Dub i like it
18:59:39 Craig J you like the coupon?
18:59:49 Reetz gets the point across without lots of words, i like the icons
18:59:52 J-Dub that and the battle that is set up in the images
18:59:54  redwater Yeah, I think somebody thought the emoticons would reach 

a younger audience. Not really though
19:00:24 Craig so you don't like the emoticons?
19:00:29 Reetz i do
19:00:37 Craig why's that
19:00:54 Craig if you came across this ad in your magazine would you 

stop?
19:01:03  jdTVdb maybe for the coupon
19:01:06 J-Dub probably
19:01:09 Reetz because they arent lame cartoons, they are emotions, and 

that is the point, reactions that dont have peoples faces 
making those reactions...

19:01:18  redwater I would probably want to know what was going on in the 
picture

19:01:25 Reetz i would stop and look at it
19:01:39 Craig layout/design: interesting?
19:01:53  redwater it's ok
19:01:55 J-Dub not overly interesting, but it does the job
19:01:56 Reetz i like the differnt font used, layout is simple but it works
19:01:58  jdTVdb its alright
19:02:21 Craig how about the headline and copy .. too much?
19:02:28 Craig well-written?
19:02:33 Craig (or not)
19:02:38 J-Dub i think so
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19:02:40 Reetz well truthfully i dont think anyone woulod read all the copy, 
the headline is cute and catchy tho

19:02:42 J-Dub it looks good
19:03:12  redwater It's pretty good. They could have put something about 

Stridex after the Do your face a favor.
19:03:21  redwater Even though it is under the happy face.
19:03:21 Reetz agreed
19:03:44  jdTVdb isnt that what the small print is?
19:03:59  redwater Probably, but most people wouldn't spend time reading it
19:04:05  jdTVdb true
19:04:12 Craig okay
19:04:24 Craig so of the ads you've seen which do you think work best?
19:04:31 Reetz pop tarts
19:04:31  redwater Pop-tarts!
19:04:36  jdTVdb pop-tarts
19:04:39 Craig edge, loreal, mercedes, pop tarts, smith barney, stridex
19:04:45 J-Dub pop tarts
19:04:54 Craig hmm you don't sound so sure
19:04:57 Craig j/k
19:05:00  redwater I barely remember the early ones
19:05:12  redwater by their names anyway
19:05:34 J-Dub pop tarts was simple, not wordy, to the point, and funny
19:05:48  jdTVdb agreed
19:05:56 Craig edge had the car on the railing, loreal was the shampoo 

on black, mercedes was copy heavy
19:05:56  redwater Yeah, almost all the other ones were really wordy
19:06:25 Craig pop tarts you know, smith barney was the kid and work 

ethic/wealth ethic headline
19:06:40 Craig which do you think was the Least effective of the six
19:06:49  redwater Oh, yeah, I remember, I just wasn't thinking, oh, the sham-

poo was Loreal, or the second car was a Mercedes
19:06:52 Reetz smith barney or mercedes
19:07:00  redwater Smith Barney
19:07:19  jdTVdb smith barney
19:07:21 J-Dub i think the Smith Barney was least effective too
19:07:22  jdTVdb or the shampoo
19:07:31  redwater oh yeah, that was pretty bad too
19:07:38 Craig oh I wanted to ask this
19:08:06 Craig Stridex is the second personal hyegine (ergh that looks 

wrong any way I spell it) product ad
19:08:16 Craig hygene? w/e
19:08:21  redwater hygiene
19:08:23 Craig how does this one compare to the Loreal one
19:08:25 Craig thank you!
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19:08:45 Reetz it reaches a better audience because it isn't focused only on 
men, and it is better looking

19:08:45  redwater the Stridex is more eye-catching, and you're welcome
19:08:46 J-Dub stridex worked better, it was more appealing
19:08:56  jdTVdb its more effective because its not geared toward a particu-

lar gender
19:09:05  redwater yeah, and it's kind of cute
19:09:12 Craig got it
19:09:25 Craig ok I think we're done :)
19:09:29 Craig Rita thanks for staying a little over
19:09:33 Reetz no problem
19:09:37 Craig and I Really appreciate everyone coming on tonight
19:09:47  redwater sure thing
19:09:49  jdTVdb no problem
19:09:51 J-Dub no prob
19:10:07 Craig You will be getting an email probably over the weekend 

with your Amazon code
19:10:19  redwater Will it send to and edu address?
19:10:27 Craig and if you are interested in the topic you're welcome to 

check out the Web site later on
19:10:32 Craig Um .. it should
19:10:37  redwater cool
19:10:39 Craig if not, I will see if I can personally send it to you
19:10:46  redwater oh, ok
19:10:55 Reetz ok later all!
19:10:58  Reetz left.
19:11:08 Craig Night everyone :) thanks again.
19:11:10 J-Dub c ya guys, thanks Craig
19:11:17  jdTVdb bye guys
19:11:19  redwater You're welcome! Bye!
19:11:22  J-Dub left.
19:11:27 Craig take care!
19:11:33 Craig (see ya tomorrow Jen)
19:11:38  jdTVdb yep yep
19:11:43  jdTVdb later!
19:11:45   redwater left.
19:11:46 Craig night :)
19:11:49   jdTVdb left.
19:12:34  Craig left.
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